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Nucleus organelle definition

The nucleus is one example of an organelle - it is bound by the nuclear
membrane and performs the specific function of storing and regulating the
transcription of the genetic material of the cell. An organelle is any
discrete functionally distinct structure within a cell.

www.answers.com/Q/What_is_the_difference_between_nucleus_and_organelle
What is the difference between nucleus and organelle?

The Nucleus - Definition, Structure, and Function
https://www.thoughtco.com/the-cell-nucleus-373362
The cell nucleus is a membrane bound structure that contains the cell's hereditary
information and controls the cell's growth and reproduction. It is the command center of a
eukaryotic cell and is commonly the most prominent organelle in a cell.

Cell nucleus - Wikipedia

Organelle
In cell biology, an organelle
/É”Ë�rÉ¡É™ËˆnÉ›l/ is a specialized subunit
within a cell that has a specific function.
Individual organelles are usually separately
enclosed within their own lipid bilayers. The
name organelle comes from the idea that
these structures are to cells what an organ
is to the body (hence the name organelle,
the suffix-elle being a diminutive).
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Cell nucleus - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cell_nucleus
In cell biology, the nucleus (pl. nuclei; from Latin nucleus or nuculeus, meaning kernel or
seed) is a membrane-enclosed organelle found in eukaryotic cells. Eukaryotes usually
have a single nucleus, but a few cell types, such as mammalian red blood cells, have no
nuclei, and a few others have many.

Organelle | Definition of Organelle by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/organelle
Organelle definition is - a specialized cellular part (such as a mitochondrion,
chloroplast, or nucleus) ...

Organelle - definition of organelle by The Free Dictionary
https://www.thefreedictionary.com/organelle
Organelle - definition of organelle by The Free Dictionary. ... The genes governing
production of mitochondria, both in the nucleus and in the organelle itself, ...

Nucleus - Biology-Online Dictionary
https://www.biology-online.org/dictionary/Nucleus
Definition. noun, plural: nuclei ... The nucleus is the organelle responsible in
maintaining the integrity of DNA and in controlling cellular activities such as ...

Cell Nucleus: Definition & Examples - Study.com
https://study.com/academy/lesson/cell-nucleus-definition-examples.html
In this lesson, we will discuss the structure of the nucleus and how it is in charge of what
goes on inside the cell. We will also talk about what...

Organelles in Cells: Definition & Functions - Video ...
https://study.com/academy/lesson/organelles-in-cells-definition...
Video: Organelles in Cells: Definition & Functions. ... Organelles and Their Functions.
The nucleus is arguably the most important organelle in the cell.

Molecular Expressions Cell Biology: The Cell Nucleus
https://micro.magnet.fsu.edu/cells/nucleus/nucleus.html
The Cell Nucleus. The nucleus is a highly specialized organelle that serves as the
information processing and administrative center of the cell.

Nucleus | Definition of Nucleus by Merriam-Webster
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nucleus
Nucleus definition is - the small bright body in the head of a comet. ... a cellular
organelle of eukaryotes that is essential to cell functions ...

Organelle - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Organelle
In cell biology, an organelle is a specialized subunit within a cell that has a specific
function, in which their function is vital for the cell to live. Individual organelles are usually
separately enclosed within their own lipid bilayers, but cannot be bound by one.

History and terminology · Types of organelles · Proteins and organelles

Organelle | Define Organelle at Dictionary.com
www.dictionary.com/browse/organelle
Organelle definition, a specialized part of a cell having some specific function; a cell
organ. See more.
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